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Investigations into his military service led to the Killian documents controversy. Lockhart subsequently stated
he was "wary" of contact with Mapes at this stage, because if the story were true, his involvement might
undermine its credibility, and if it were false, "he did not want to be associated with it. The documents
included the following: An order directing Bush to submit to a physical examination. Pierce, Emily Will, and
Linda James, to determine the validity of the memos. Among other issues covered in his interview with Rather
and Mapes, Strong was asked if he thought the documents were genuine. Strong stated, "they are compatible
with the way business was done at the time. They are compatible with the man that I remember Jerry Killian
being. General Hodges later asserted to the investigatory panel that he told Mapes that Killian had never, to his
knowledge, ordered anyone to take a physical and that he had never been pressured regarding Lieutenant
Bush, as the documents alleged. Will requested other documents to use for comparison. Only one of the two
documents provided to Pierce had a signature. James Pierce wrote, "the balance of the Jerry B. Killian
signatures appearing on the photocopied questioned documents are consistent and in basic agreement," and
stated that based on what he knew, "the documents in question are authentic. On September 6, Matley was
interviewed by Rather and Mapes and was provided with the other four documents obtained from CBS he
would prove to be the only reviewer to see these documents prior to the segment. Matley told Rather "he could
not authenticate the documents due to the fact that they were poor quality copies. Associate producer Yvonne
Miller left him a voicemail on September 7; he returned the call at 11 am on September 8 but was told they
"did not need him anymore. The segment used the sound bite of Strong saying the documents were compatible
with how business was done but did not include a disclaimer that Strong was told to assume the documents
were authentic. MacDougald, an Atlanta attorney who had worked for conservative groups such as the
Federalist Society and the Southeastern Legal Foundation, and who had helped draft the petition to the
Arkansas Supreme Court for the disbarment of President Bill Clinton. This should be pursued aggressively.
However, the authenticity of the memos was not part of the story carried by major news outlets on that day.
Lines said that meant she could testify in court that, beyond a reasonable doubt, her opinion was that the
memos were written on a computer. Walter "Buck" Staudt was honorably discharged on March 1, , while the
memo cited by CBS as showing that Staudt was interfering with evaluations of Bush was dated August 18,
Rather did not report that Matley had referred to them as "poor material", that he had only opined about the
signatures or that he had specifically not authenticated the documents. So far, there is none. I believe that the
witnesses and the documents are authentic. As the operator types the copy a second time, the spaces are added
automatically. Rather instead presented the views of Bill Glennon and Richard Katz. By September 15, Emily
Will was publicly stating that she had told CBS that she had doubts about both the production of the memos
and the handwriting prior to the segment. I could only verify that the signatures came from the same source,"
Matley said. But at the same time, there was nothing to tell me that they were not authentic. Dan Rather
prefaced the segment on the recorded interview by stating "She told us she believes what the documents
actually say is, exactly, as we reported. Press Secretary Scott McClellan stated that the memos had been
provided to them by CBS in the days prior to the report and that, "We had every reason to believe that they
were authentic at that time. CBS states that use of the documents was a mistake[ edit ] As a growing number
of independent document examiners and competing news outlets reported their findings about the documents,
CBS News stopped defending the documents and began to report on the problems with their story. We should
not have used them. That was a mistake, which we deeply regret. It is obviously against CBS News standards
and those of every other reputable news organization to be associated with any political agenda. Soon after,
CBS established a review panel "to help determine what errors occurred in the preparation of the report and
what actions need to be taken. Bush, and Louis Boccardi , retired president and chief executive officer and
former executive editor of the Associated Press , made up the two-person review board. Rigler, to gather
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further information about the story. The most serious defects in the reporting and production of the September
8 Segment were: Once questions were raised about the September 8 Segment, the reporting thereafter was
mishandled and compounded the damage done. Among the more egregious shortcomings during the
Aftermath were: Tytell had been contacted by 60 Minutes producers prior to the broadcast, and had informed
associate producer Yvonne Miller and executive producer Josh Howard on September 10 that he believed the
documents were forgeries. The Panel report stated, "The Panel met with Peter Tytell, and found his analysis
sound in terms of why he thought the documents were not authentic The Panel reaches no conclusion as to
whether Tytell was correct in all respects. Murphy and West resigned on February 25, , [] and after settling a
legal dispute regarding his level of responsibility for the segment, Josh Howard resigned on March 25, This
segment was replaced with the Killian documents segment. CBS further postponed airing the Iraq segment
until after the election due to the controversy over the Killian documents. It was cancelled in due to low
ratings. Mapes stated that the documents have never been proved to be forgeries. Ross expressed the view that
the responsibility is on the reporter to verify their authenticity. In response, CBS spokesman Kevin Tedesco
told the Associated Press , "CBS News stands by the report the independent panel issued on this matter and to
this day, no one has been able to authenticate the documents in question. Killian documents authenticity issues
No generally recognized document experts have positively authenticated the memos. Since CBS used only
faxed and photocopied duplicates, authentication to professional standards is impossible, regardless of the
provenance of the originals. Document experts have challenged the authenticity of the documents as
photocopies of valid originals on a variety of grounds ranging from anachronisms of their typography, their
quick reproducibility using modern technology, and to errors in their content and style. Accusations of bias[
edit ] Some critics of CBS and Dan Rather argued that by proceeding with the story when the documents had
not been authenticated, CBS was exhibiting liberal bias and attempting to influence the outcome of the U.
Freelance journalist Michael Smith had emailed Mapes, asking, "What if there was a person who might have
some information that could possibly change the momentum of an election but we needed to get an ASAP
book deal to help get us the information? McAuliffe told reporters on September 10, "I can tell you that
nobody at the Democratic National Committee or groups associated with us were involved in any way with
these documents," he said. That had the effect of taking the whole issue away. I believe in bank shots, but that
one was too big a risk.
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A beautiful meditation on the nature of those less fortunate, The Scandal ofService reflects on what Jesus did at the Last
Supper when he laid his outerclothing aside and washed and dried the feet of his disciples. Vanier pursuesthe
connection of this gesture of humility and service to Jesus.

The Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey announced that the state would be launching an
investigation. The Democratic senator Mark Warner said the harvesting of data on such a vast scale for
political targeting underlined the need for Congress to improve controls. He has proposed an Honest Ads Act
to regulate online political advertising the same way as television, radio and print. It may be data about people
who are on Facebook that they have gathered themselves, but it is not data that we have provided. It includes
emails, invoices, contracts and bank transfers that reveal more than 50 million profiles â€” mostly belonging
to registered US voters â€” were harvested from the site in one of the largest-ever breaches of Facebook data.
Facebook on Friday said that it was also suspending Wylie from accessing the platform while it carried out its
investigation, despite his role as a whistleblower. At the time of the data breach, Wylie was a Cambridge
Analytica employee, but Facebook described him as working for Eunoia Technologies, a firm he set up on his
own after leaving his former employer in late Cambridge Analytica interactive That legal letter was sent
several months after the Guardian first reported the breach and days before it was officially announced that
Bannon was taking over as campaign manager for Trump and bringing Cambridge Analytica with him.
Facebook did not pursue a response when the letter initially went unanswered for weeks because Wylie was
travelling, nor did it follow up with forensic checks on his computers or storage, he said. They waited two
years and did absolutely nothing to check that the data was deleted. All they asked me to do was tick a box on
a form and post it back. And built models to exploit that and target their inner demons Christopher Wylie A
majority of American states have laws requiring notification in some cases of data breach, including
California, where Facebook is based. Facebook denies that the harvesting of tens of millions of profiles by
GSR and Cambridge Analytica was a data breach. Facebook said it removed the app in and required
certification from everyone with copies that the data had been destroyed, although the letter to Wylie did not
arrive until the second half of The company is now investigating reports that not all data had been deleted.
Kogan, who has previously unreported links to a Russian university and took Russian grants for research, had
a licence from Facebook to collect profile data, but it was for research purposes only. Quick guide Show Hide
In December , while researching the US presidential election, Carole Cadwalladr came across data analytics
company Cambridge Analytica, whose secretive manner and chequered track record belied its bland,
academic-sounding name. She found the first indications that Cambridge Analytica might have used data
processing methods that breached the Data Protection Act. While chasing the details and ramifications of
complex manipulation of both data and funding law, Cadwalladr came under increasing attacks, both online
and professionally, from key players. But the growing profile of her reports also gave whistleblowers
confidence that they could trust her to not only understand their stories, but retell them clearly for a wide
audience. Her network of sources and contacts grew to include not only former employees who regretted their
work but academics, lawyers and others concerned about the impact on democracy of tactics employed by
Cambridge Analytica and associates. Investigations in the UK remain live. Thank you for your feedback. The
Observer has seen a contract dated 4 June , which confirms SCL, an affiliate of Cambridge Analytica, entered
into a commercial arrangement with GSR, entirely premised on harvesting and processing Facebook data. It
then used the test results and Facebook data to build an algorithm that could analyse individual Facebook
profiles and determine personality traits linked to voting behaviour. The algorithm and database together made
a powerful political tool. It allowed a campaign to identify possible swing voters and craft messages more
likely to resonate. Key players At the time, more than 50 million profiles represented around a third of active
North American Facebook users, and nearly a quarter of potential US voters. They did some research for us
back in That research proved to be fruitless and so the answer is no. Cambridge Analytica also said none of
the data was used in the presidential election.
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Inspector General Amy Kurland said DiPietro has helped to shift the culture of the scandal-plagued L&I, from one of
rampant corruption to one in which cases of bad actors are few and far between. In return, DiPietro, L&I's integrity
officer, got $1,, a certificate, a photo on a wall, and a press release announcing his victory.

How to delete your Facebook account once and for all Facebook, however, says that while Kogan mishandled
its data, all the information Kogan got was accessed legally and within its rules. The problem is that Kogan
was supposed to hold on to the information himself, not hand it over to Cambridge Analytica or anyone else.
Because the information was accessed through normal means, Facebook disputes the characterization of the
incident as a breach. Facebook changed that policy in , prohibiting the practice. Wait, so Facebook allows apps
to access my data? When you log in to an app using your Facebook account, the developer typically asks for
access to information the social network has. Everything else, though, is still fair game. The company has an
app review process it puts developers through. You hand your information over to app developers all the time.
Think before you click. And read the requests from app developers more carefully. Facebook, by the way, is
hoping to stop the next Cambridge Analytica. The company has also revamped its tools to help you identify
which apps have access to your data, as well as those to strengthen security of your profile. Facebook also
made it easier to download data it has on you. Could this lead to more regulation? Zuckerberg himself said it
might. The honeymoon between the tech industry and government is over. After decades of mostly treating
tech companies as favored children, legislators and government regulators are increasingly taking a tougher
stance against them. Already, this scandal has renewed calls for more regulation. Companies that have settled
previous FTC actions, the US agency said, must comply with FTC order provisions imposing privacy and data
security requirements. US Federal Trade Commission The consent decree required that Facebook must get
users to agree to and must notify them about the social network sharing their data. Facebook earlier told The
Washington Post it rejects "any suggestion of violation of the consent decree. A little over three weeks after
the Cambridge Analytica news broke, Zuckerberg went to Washington, where over two days he endured 10
hours of questioning by congressional committees. In his first day of testimony, he did score some points. He
escaped largely unscathed, having settled into his role as both an explainer of technology and a receiver of the
occasional finger-wag. But on day two , things got a little rougher. Some, like New Jersey Rep. Frank Pallone,
hammered Zuckerberg on default privacy settings. He said that it was. Kathy Castor and New Mexico Rep.
Ben Lujan raised concerns about how much Facebook follows people as they browse the web -- and whether
people without accounts on the social media network still get tracked via " shadow profiles. Was this similar
to what the Obama campaign did on Facebook? But as Politifact notes, users were willingly giving up that
information and knew it was going to a political campaign. After five long days, Zuckerberg broke his silence
on March 21 with a nearly 1,word post on his Facebook page. Aggregate IQ denies this connection. Facebook
said it instituted the ban out of concern that AggregateIQ may have improperly received Facebook user data as
well. Facebook is also planning to restrict how much access developers have to your information , limiting the
information it gives apps to your name, photo and email address. All of that will provide comfort to many
users, but for others
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The scandal of service: Jesus washes our feet. [Jean Vanier] -- A meditation on what Jesus did at the Last Supper when
he laid his outer clothing aside and washed and tried his disciples' feet, a task ordinarily performed by the lowly
household slave.

October 11, - He could be an Integrity Idol. It operates on a simple premise that could be powerful enough to
change the world: What if instead of just putting corrupt officials behind bars, we put honest ones on TV?
Someone suggested, half-jokingly, Integrity Idol. He started Accountability Lab to combat those horrifying
statistics. And it has to be a ground-up approach. Helping tenants register to vote Ideas We Should Steal They
launched the program in Nepal, and that first year got nominations. A well-respected panel whittled down to
five finalists, whom they filmed and interviewed to air on TV and radio all over the country. Through an SMS
voting system, tens of thousands of Nepali picked the winner: Gyan Mani, a chief district officer in a poor
region of the country, who routed out corruption in among other places the local schools. Six other countries
now have their own Integrity Idol: The Idols have become celebrities whom people want to meet and emulate.
They have launched a Meet the Idols campaign, sending winners and nominees into schools and universities to
spread the idea of ethical behavior in all professions and advocate and educate around issues, like health-care
reform and education. In some countries, Glencorse says, Idols are now working with civil-service training
programs to develop curricula and mentor new public servants on doing their jobs with integrity. And, they
have begun hosting Integrity Summits in each country, bringing together winners and nominees to work
together on projects. Glencorse says he is starting to think about how to launch Integrity Idol in the United
States, starting with one city at a time. Perhaps we could suggest Philadelphia â€” the birthplace of America
â€” as the first city to bring back integrity? That apathy leads to the appalling lack of participation in our
public life. It causes low voter turnout, a shrug when school buildings are falling down around our children,
and a silence when City Council makes decisions, in front of a virtually empty chamber, that affect us all. It is
the death knell of democracy. Do you know any public officials who deserve to be idolized for their integrity?
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Timeline[ edit ] George W. He committed to serve until May 26, , with two years on active duty while training
to fly and four years on part-time duty. When he graduated, he had fulfilled his two-year active-duty
commitment. Killian , commander of the th Fighter Squadron , recommended that Bush be promoted to First
Lieutenant , calling him "a dynamic outstanding young officer" who stood out as "a top notch fighter
interceptor pilot. Bush is also a good follower with outstanding disciplinary traits and an impeccable military
bearing. Bush performed part-time Guard duty as an F pilot through April , logging a total of flight hours. He
volunteered his services on several projects, including a political campaign. After April , Bush may have failed
to meet the attendance requirements established for members of the Air National Guard. In mid, he failed to
meet the Air Force requirement for an annual physical examination for pilots, and lost his authorization to be a
pilot. He drilled in Alabama in October and November , and again in January ; what duties he performed are
unknown. Bush returned to his home unit in Houston and was paid for his service in April through July ;
again, what duties he performed are not documented in any way. Acceptance into the National Guard[ edit ]
During the â€” period, Presidents Johnson and Nixon decided against calling up National Guard units for
service in Vietnam. However, military documents show during the Vietnam War, almost 23, Army and Air
Guardsmen were called up for a year of active duty; some 8, were deployed to Vietnam. Presidential
campaign, [10] Barnes repeated that he used his political influence to preferentially refer people to the
National Guard, including Bush. Bush and his father have stated that they did not ask Adger to intercede and
were unaware of any action he may have taken. In addition, Bush had two arrests for college pranks and four
traffic offenses before applying for pilot training. In , former and current military pilots said it was uncommon
for an applicant to be accepted into pilot school with such a record, though there was no specific score that
disqualified a candidate. Retired Major General Paul A. Weaver, a former head of the Air National Guard, said
Bush could have just been practicing landing skills. Coding on the logs showed these assignments were
subsequently deleted from the official record. Bush did not take this mandatory physical examination in mid
As a result of his failure to take his physical, his flight status was suspended by his commander on August 1, ,
[17] confirmed by Col Bobby Hodges on September 5, , and confirmed again by a National Guard Bureau
order on September 29, , which meant he no longer was authorized to fly as a pilot. But regulations require
that the physical be performed by an Air Force doctor. According to his released military records, after April
Bush never flew again as an Air National Guard pilot. According to the request form, Bush was already in
Alabama at work on the Senate campaign of Winton M. Blount , who was a friend of his father. Jimmy
Allison, a longtime family friend, helped Bush get the campaign work. Training Category "G" offered no
training at all. He would have reported to Lieutenant Colonel William Turnipseed, the base commander, for
drills on October 7 and 8, and November 4 and 5 the September drill dates of the unit had already passed.
Senator Prescott Bush , died of cancer on October 8, and Bush served as a pallbearer at the funeral in
Greenwich, Connecticut. Turnipseed has said that he could not recall whether Bush reported on those
occasions. Senate campaign in Alabama, on which Bush worked, ended on November 7, , when Blount lost
overwhelmingly. A column in the Birmingham News Alabama reported about people who remembered Bush
when he was in Alabama, working for the Blount campaign: Some heard he was serving but never saw for
themselves. The review stated that "Lt. Bush has not been observed at this unit during the period of the report.
Killian also wrote, "A civilian occupation made it necessary for him to move to Montgomery, Ala. He cleared
this base on May 15, and has been performing equivalent training in a non-flying status with the Tac Recon
Gp. Professional United Leadership League , the brainchild of John White, a former professional football
player and civic leader. That service presumably occurred at his home base, Ellington Air Force Base , in
Houston, in contradiction to the information in his performance review. For May , Bush was paid for service
on fifteen days: For June, he was paid for five days; for July his last month of drilling for 19 days. However
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there is nothing in the released military documents that shows that he actually reported for duty on those days,
or exactly where, or what duties he performed. Six-year service obligation[ edit ] On May 27, , Bush signed a
six-year obligation. That required him to complete "48 scheduled inactive-duty training periods" each fiscal
year typically consisting of four four-hour periods during one weekend each month , plus a minimum of 15
days of Annual Active Duty Training. For Bush, as a pilot, this was typically split into periods of duty of a few
days each during the year. The Boston Globe reported in September that "Bush fell well short of meeting his
military obligation", citing examples of Bush failing to meet Air National Guard commitments in and If I
disassociate from my current Ready Reserve Assignment, it is my responsibility to locate and be assigned to
another Reserve Forces unit or mobilization augmentation position. If I fail to do so, I am subject to
involuntary order to active duty for up to 24 months under the provisions of AFM , chapter Bush had
completed five years, four months, and five days toward his six-year service obligation. On November 21, , he
was discharged from the Air Force Reserve, ending his military service. Department of Defense and the U. A
Pentagon official said the earlier statement that the records were destroyed was an "inadvertent oversight. Like
the records released earlier by the White House, the newly released documents did not indicate that Bush
performed any drills, in Alabama or elsewhere, during May through September She said the logs were found
among a batch of records sent to St. Louis from Norton Air Force Base in , which were originally thought to
contain records of active-duty officers rather than of National Guardsmen such as Bush. They have never [ sic
] been sitting in an uncontrolled climate," said Lt. Killian documents authenticity issues The "Killian
documents" were initially claimed by CBS to have come from the "personal files" of the late Lt. Starting with
a Free Republic web posting by Harry MacDougald, a conservative Republican lawyer posting under the
blogger name, "Buckhead. Army, rather than U. The man who delivered the copies, Lt. Bill Burkett , a former
officer in the Texas Army National Guard and outspoken Bush critic, claimed that he burned the originals.
Burkett admitted lying to CBS and USA Today about where he had obtained the papers and eventually
expressed doubts of his own about their authenticity. Boccardi to investigate the story and the handling of the
Killian memos.
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First, those institutions neglecting the basic fundamentals of patient care, risk jeopardizing the quality and
safety of care they provide. And second, nothing can have a greater short- and long-term impact on the cost of
delivering healthcare services than nurses. For more than 60 years the model of patient care has been
changing. Hospital operations--the way work works--generally has fallen short in keeping pace with that
change. Technology, protocols, and treatments are just a few of the dramatic shifts in recent years. But in the
middle of all that change are nurses. In the middle of all the chaos of ringing bells and flashing lights are
nurses. Underneath the hum and buzz of delivering healthcare to patients lie dysfunctional and costly
processes, essentially forced onto nurses and their colleagues. This team was responsible for the care of eight
to ten patients. Nursing stations were centralized, including connected supply rooms, linen stations, and
equipment. Because patient rooms were arranged around the nursing station, it made sense to localize supplies
and services. Likewise, connections to important people and information--patient charts, doctors, pharmacists
and phones--were centrally located too, just a few steps from the nurses station. In the s, a man named Gordon
Friesen, an architect and logistics expert, proffered a simple notion: The added efficiency would, as the
thinking went, lead to better quality of care at continually less cost. Friesen had landed on one of the few
aspects of healthcare that everyone agrees on--patients are best served by having nurses with them in their
rooms. Patients, their loved ones, executives, doctors, and nurses themselves all want to have nurses
face-to-face with patients as much as possible. Admissions and discharges take up most of this face-to-face
time. Generally, patients see their nurses briefly every hour or two, which neither patients nor nurses find
satisfactory. Today the nursing station is all but gone. Now already several minutes behind in getting
medication, the nurse is assessing another patient who, say, needs supplies too. But unfortunately, those
supplies are stocked in a different room from the medication. Leaving to get both, the nurse runs into a family
member there to see their loved one. It just so happens to be her patient, and that patient needed their
medication seven minutes ago. But then Transport calls. At present, nursing is a decentralized system of
continually changing needs. As seen in the preceding paragraph, the failure to connect services to nurses
increasingly burdens the daily activities of nursing. The difficulty arises for nurses because while nursing
activities are decentralized, supporting services remained centralized. This mismatch in operational processes
ensures each nurse will spend time hunting for, fetching, and clarifying what their patients need. This is
further complicated by frequent failures in these mismatched processes. Consider our proxy for hospitals
across the country: At AWH, medical equipment is upgraded regularly by contract with vendors in an effort to
keep costs low, or to replace older outdated equipment. Usually this new equipment requires specific
supporting supplies. A great example is an IV pump--a piece of equipment used all the time at AWH to
introduce vital fluids and medications to the body. At AWH, leaders coordinate the new equipment supply
needs for the upgraded IV pumps for each participating department during the roll-out phase. However, many
times implementation proceeds faster than expected. Confident in their planning and adaptability, AWH
decides to roll the entire project out in record time, ahead of schedule. Nurses in various departments, lacking
the proper supporting equipment and documentation, panic--adding tension to an already stressful job. The
sudden flurry of ordering hits the Materials Supply Department, which then overcompensates by
over-ordering, then overstocking. The overstocking causes both storage and delivery issues as problems begin
to ripple outward. Nurses scrambling for linen, supplies, equipment, or waiting to clarify a medication
prescription are just a few examples. These types of process failures and hundreds more like them, happen
thousands of times every day in every hospital across the United States. There is a serious scandal in
healthcare: The burdens of regulation, cost reductions, and quality initiatives piled onto nurses and other
clinicians are undeniable. Without real operational gains and improvements, nurses will continue to be
inundated with yet more of the same, and its impact will be evermore noticeable. Do you spend time looking
for supplies and equipment to care for your patients?
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Remember that for Jesus humility and service led to bloodied knees and nail pierced hands and feet. In the end, the
same must be true for us if our service to bear the marks of Christ. Tonight, Peter for a change "got it" because he was
shocked and horrified by the act of humiliation and servitude.
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There is a serious scandal in healthcare: the toll that healthcare takes on the people who deliver it. The burdens of
regulation, cost reductions, and quality initiatives piled onto nurses and other clinicians are undeniable.
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